Leveraging Web prefetching systems with data deduplication
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Abstract— The continued rise in internet users and the ever-greater complexity of Web content eventually led to some degradation in user-perceived latency in the Web. Web caching, prefetching and data deduplication are techniques that were used to try to mitigate this effect. Regardless of the amount of bandwidth available for network traffic, Web prefetching has the potential to consume free bandwidth to its limits. Deduplication explores data redundancies to reduce the amount of data transferred through the network, thereby freeing occupied bandwidth. Therefore, by combining these two techniques, one can expect that it will be possible to significantly reduce the amount of bytes transmitted per each Web request. It is also legitimate to expect that this reduction will correspondingly improve the user-perceived latency in the Web. In the present work, we developed and implemented a system that combines the use of Web prefetching and deduplication techniques. The main objective of that system is to improve user-perceived latency in the Web, relative to current best-of-class systems. The results obtained lead us to conclude that care must be taken when applying the combination of prefetching and deduplication techniques to web navigation. When savings in the amount of transferred bytes are most critical, if a small degradation on latency can be tolerable, then it is a good option to combine both techniques. If however, the most critical for the user is to minimize latency at all costs, and an increase in the amount of bytes transmitted is not an issue, then the best option is to use just prefetching.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The generalized dissemination of the Internet and corresponding growth of the World Wide Web have led to a continued rise in the number of connected users and, consequently, to a dramatic increase in global traffic over the years. In parallel, static Web pages, typical of the first years of the internet, have gradually been replaced by increasingly complex pages, filled with rich-media content, with ever-increasing size [1]. As a consequence, at a given point in time the quality of service and, in particular, the user-perceived latency have experienced some degradation. Nevertheless, the improvements in available bandwidth observed in recent years have reduced the impact of network load in user-perceived latency.

Web prefetching attempts to overcome the above-mentioned limitations by proactively fetching resources without waiting for user requests. Preloading web resources into local caches has shown to have an impact in reducing response times, by significantly improving hit rates [2]. Recent client access history is typically used to predict which resources are likely to be requested in the near future. Due to their speculative nature, prefetch predictions are subject to failure, which can lead to cache pollution, bandwidth wasting and overloading of original servers. Therefore, this technique demands careful application – e.g. during user idle times [3] – otherwise it can significantly degrade performance, defeating its original purpose. Web prefetching has been already the subject of some research [2],[4],[5]. However, its use in commercial products is still marginal [6], mainly due to its potential impact on bandwidth.

Deduplication is a technique that reduces overall data footprint through the detection and elimination of redundancies. The specificity of the types of resources transferred on the Web and the increasing dynamicity of Web resources pose additional problems relative to the application of deduplication in other domains. Nevertheless, several attempts made to use data deduplication in the Web have already shown promising results [7],[8],[9],[10]. These works show that data deduplication considerably reduces the overall amount of transmitted bytes and, thereby, it can reduce the user-perceived latency. Data deduplication leverages on the redundancy present in the data transferred on the Web. Some of that redundancy is already eliminated through caching and compression techniques. However, these techniques cannot detect all forms of cross-file and cross-version redundancy [11],[12].

As seen above, independently of the amount of available bandwidth, Web prefetching is able to take bandwidth occupancy to its limits. On the other hand, data deduplication is a technique that allows reducing the volume of transferred data through the network, thereby freeing occupied bandwidth. Therefore, it is feasible to expect that the combined use of...
both techniques could potentially bring significant overall improvements to the amount of transmitted bytes per Web request. It is also legitimate to expect that this reduction can have a corresponding effect in the user-perceived latency in the Web. To our knowledge, no previous work has been done which applies these two techniques combined to Web traffic. In this paper we present a system we designed and implemented that, by combining the use of Web prefetching and data deduplication techniques, aims to improve user-perceived latency in Web navigation, relative to present day standards. We used as starting point an existing Web prefetching simulator framework [33] and extended it, implementing a deduplication technique based on a recent state-of-the-art deduplication system [10]. Based on the obtained results we conclude that the combination of prefetching and deduplication techniques can be a two-edged sword and, therefore, should be applied with care in web navigation. If reducing the total amount of transferred bytes is the most important aspect to consider, and a small impact on the latency can be tolerable by the end user, then it is a good option to combine both techniques. If however, the only concern is to minimize latency at all costs, the amount of bytes transmitted being a secondary issue, then the best option is to use just prefetching.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First we will present the related work regarding web prefetching and deduplication techniques. Then we will describe the architecture of the developed system. Afterwards, we present and discuss the results of our tests. Finally, we present the conclusions to this work.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Web Prefetching

Prefetching is a well-known approach to decrease access times in the memory hierarchy of modern computer architectures [13],[14],[15]. The basic principle behind it is to anticipate future data requests, and getting the necessary data into cache in the background, before an explicit request is made by the CPU. Prefetching has also been proposed as a mechanism to improve user-perceived latency in the Web [16],[17]. Web prefetching’s purpose is to preprocess a user’s request before it is actually demanded and, in this way, hide the request latency.

The idea seems promising, however prefetching is not straightforward to evaluate and has not yet been widely implemented in commercial systems. It can be found in some browser add-ons [18] and workgroup proxy caches [19], that will prefetch the links of the page the user is currently browsing, or periodically prefetch the pages in a user’s bookmarks.

Prefetching is usually transparent to the user: there is no interaction between the user and the prefetching system. Prefetching systems are speculative by nature and therefore there is an intrinsic probability for the predictions to fail. If the prediction is not accurate, cache pollution, bandwidth waste and overload of the original server can occur. Another concern is the need to determine what content may be safely prefetched, as some Web requests can have undesirable side-effects, such as adding items to an online shopping cart. Prefetching must thus be carefully applied: e.g., using idle times in order to avoid performance degradation [20]. Despite the mentioned risks, it has been demonstrated that several prefetching algorithms [21],[22],[23],[24],[25] can considerably reduce the user-perceived latency.

The prefetching predictions can be performed by the server, by the proxy, or by the client itself. Some works suggest performing the predictions at the server [22],[23], arguing that its predictions can be quite accurate because it is visited by a high number of users. Other studies defend that proxy servers can perform more accurate predictions because their users are much more homogeneous than in an original server, and they can also predict cross-server links, which can reach about 29% of the requests [26]. On the other hand, some authors consider that predictions must be performed by the client browser, because it is better aware of users’ preferences [27],[28]. Finally, some studies indicate that the different parts of the web architecture (users, proxies and servers) must collaborate when performing predictions [23].

A generic architecture for prefetching systems is defined: two new elements are added to the generic client-server Web architecture, the prediction and prefetching engines. These can be located in the same or different elements, at any part of Web architecture.

The prediction engine is the part of the prefetching system that has the purpose of guessing which will be the next user’s requests. It can be located at any part of the web architecture, whether in the clients [27],[28], in the proxies [24],[29] or in the servers [30],[31],[32],[33]. It can even work in a collaborative way between several elements [23]. The patterns of user’s accesses differ depending on the element of the architecture in which the prediction engine is implemented, simply due to the fact that the information each one is able to gather is totally diverse. For example, a predictor located at the web server is not able to gather cross-server transitions and therefore is limited to transitions between pages of the same server. Several algorithms that attempt to predict future accesses were devised [16],[34],[35],[36],[37],[38],[39],[40].

The prediction engine outputs a hint list, which is a set of URLs that are likely to be requested by the user in a near future. The predictor must distinguish between prefetchable and non-prefetchable resources. A web resource is prefetchable if and only if it is cacheable and its retrieval is safe [41].

The prefetching engine’s function is to preprocess resource requests that were predicted by the prediction engine. By preprocessing the requests in advance, the perceived latency when the resource is actually requested by the user is reduced. Most proposals for preprocessing have focused mainly on the transference of requested resources in advance by the client [2],[22],[42],[43],[44],[45]. Nevertheless, some works consider the preprocessing of a request by the server [46],[47], whilst others suggest the pre-establishment of connections to the server [48]. Therefore, the prefetching engine can be located at the client, at the proxy, at the server, or in several of these elements.
The ability of web prefetching to reduce user-perceived latency is strongly dependent on where the prefetching engine is located: the closer to the client it is implemented, the higher its impact on latency. Therefore, a prefetching engine located at the client can reduce the whole user-perceived latency. In order to avoid interference between prefetching actions and current user requests, the prefetching engine can consider external factors to decide whether and when to prefetch a resource hinted by the prediction engine. For example, when the prefetching engine is located at the client some commercial products only start the prefetching after the user is idle [6],[49].

Despite having been a subject of research already for some years, the commercial penetration of web prefetching is still poor, mainly due to its potential impact on bandwidth. One of the most representative examples of Web sites that take advantage of the prefetching technique is Google Search: in some situations, a prediction hint pointing to the URL of the first result is included in the response header [50]. In Academia, we highlight a simulation framework developed in the University of Valencia [51]. This Web prefetching framework models the generic Web prefetching architecture, allowing to implement and to check the performance of prefetching algorithms. It is composed of:

- the back end part which has both a surrogate proxy server and the real web server. The web server is external to the simulator environment, which accesses it through the surrogate. The surrogate module is where the prediction engine is implemented.
- the front end has the client component, which represents the user behavior in a prefetch-enabled client browser. The user web access pattern is simulated by feeding the framework with real traces obtained from a Squid proxy. The prefetching engine is implemented in the client component.

B. Data deduplication on the Web

Deduplication attempts to reduce data footprint through detection and elimination of redundancy in the data. Based on these principles it has been applied to the Internet with the purpose of reducing the total transmitted bytes and, consequently, the user-perceived response time. Deduplication leverages on the redundancy present in the data transferred on the web [7],[8],[11].

The major types of deduplication techniques currently used for the Web can be grouped under three main categories:

- Cache-based approaches: in these, the browser keeps whole resources in its cache, indexed by URL. When a URL is requested to the server, the browser checks if the resource is already present in its cache. In case it is, the browser checks a timestamp to see if the resource in cache is up to date. In that case, the browser does not download the content. Otherwise, the whole resource is downloaded; the same also happens if the resource is not present in the cache at all. This approach is currently used on all Internet browsers, and corresponds to the HTTP specification [52]. It has worked well due to its simplicity of use, both on browser and server sides. Nevertheless, it presents some drawbacks, such as: even if the resource hasn’t changed, it can happen that the timestamp is modified by the server; in cases like this, when there is a new request for the resource the client may have the same content in its cache, but because of the new timestamp the whole resource will still be downloaded. Furthermore, if client and server have slightly different versions of a given resource, the classic cache approach will not take advantage of the significant redundancy existing between the versions of the resource. The most relevant work in this area is Edge Side Includes (ESI) [53], by Akamai;

- Delta-encoding: in delta-encoding, two files are compared and their differences are computed. The result of this direct comparison – the delta – is thereby obtained. When applied to the Web it means that after a first download of a complete page, in a second request, if there were changes to the page, a delta can be computed between the two versions of that same page. The client then downloads only the delta and reconstructs the new version of the page from the one in its cache and from the delta. One of the issues in this approach is that it demands that the server keeps at all times the latest version of a reference file that was sent to each client, which has a negative impact on disk space usage. Also, with increasing number of reference resources comes an increasing performance overhead: to improve redundancy detection the delta can be encoded from several reference files and this implies that they all need to be analyzed. On the other hand, the redundancy detection algorithm is executed locally on the server with no additional data being transferred between client and server other than the encoded delta and file version metadata. This means that there is no transfer of redundant data. Optimistic Deltas [54] and Cache Based Compaction [55] are examples of relevant work in this area;

- Compare-by-hash: In compare-by-hash both client and server divide resources in data blocks (“chunks”), which are identified by a cryptographic hash and are treated as autonomous data units: they are shared by different resources in cases where the data is redundant. When the client requests a new version of a resource the server determines which chunks correspond to that resource version and sends their hashes to the client. The client then compares the hashes sent by the server with the ones it has stored locally and computes which chunks it still needs to reconstruct the new resource version. Following, it requests the server only these chunks it does not have locally. The server answers the request by sending the new chunks and also the hashes of the redundant chunks. In this way the client is able to properly reconstruct the new resource. One of the problems of compare-by-hash is therefore that it needs an additional roundtrip, since besides the resource request the corresponding hashes must be sent from server to client and vice-versa. Delta-encoding, on the other hand, only sends control data in the response for resource reconstruction. Furthermore, the redundancy detection phase requires exchange of information through the network and so is not a local algorithm. Thus, it suffers double the network latency and packet loss problems and is slower than delta-encoding, which can be an important issue in a real-time system like the Web. In compare-by-hash, finding a compromise regarding chunk size is critical: if it is too small there will be too many hashes to trade between client and server, resulting in a large communication overhead. A large number of chunks also
results in an increased memory use by chunk’s hashes. Conversely, the larger the size of the used chunks, the less the possibilities for redundancy detection. Main works in this area are found in refs [7],[9].

A recent state-of-the-art deduplication system is DedupHTTP [10]. It is an end-to-end deduplication system for text resources. Its algorithm combines delta-encoding and compare-by-hash schemes, acting mostly on the server side, with manageable server state and low communication overhead. It presents several advantages over caching, delta-encoding and compare-by-hash, namely:

- it can be deployed in several points of the network architecture;
- supports any Web Browser and Web Server when deployed on proxies;
- it does not enforce synchronization between client and server;
- the redundancy detection algorithm for online deduplication has a low computational overhead;
- the communication protocol has a low overhead, involving only one network roundtrip;

III. ARCHITECTURE

As seen above, independently of the amount of bandwidth that is available, Web prefetching can end up consuming all free bandwidth. Data deduplication is a technique that can reduce the amount of data transferred in the network, freeing occupied bandwidth. Therefore, the combined use of both techniques is expected to potentially bring considerable improvements to the amount of transmitted bytes per Web request. It is also expectable that this reduction can have a corresponding reduction in the user-perceived latency in Web navigation.

The system we designed and implemented uses both prefetching and deduplication techniques, with the purpose of optimizing user-perceived latency in Web navigation. We used as starting point the Web prefetching simulator framework previously mentioned in section II.A [51], made publicly available by its authors. We then extended this system in order to implement data deduplication. We used a deduplication technique based on a recent state-of-the-art system that applies deduplication to web traffic, DedupHTTP [10]. To this purpose, we introduced additional functional modules in the system that provide deduplication processing capabilities and also the necessary data and communication infrastructure needed to support the new functionalities and allow the new modules to interface with the existing prefetching framework.

IV. EVALUATION

A. Metrics

The main objective of the present work was to implement a system that improved user-perceived latency in Web navigation, by combining prefetching and deduplication techniques. In order to evaluate the performance of the system, we use the following metrics:

- **Latency**: we define request latency as the time measured between the start point of a client HTTP GET request for a given resource, until the full reconstruction of that resource on the client module. We report the latency per resource value.

- **Bytes saved**: we define the saving in bytes transferred per request as the sum of redundant chunks byte sizes, i.e. the sum of the byte sizes of the data chunks that are not sent from surrogate to client, but rather obtained from the client reference resources. We report the bytes saved normalized value, relative to operation with prefetch settings identical to the prefetching setting of the measurement (e.g., prefetching turned on and deduplication turned on relative to prefetching turned on and deduplication turned off: PFON_DDPON relative to PFON_DDPOFF).

B. Experiment

The experimental setup used in our tests consisted of two machines:

- one machine performs the role of the web client (Intel Core2Duo@2.66GHz processor, 4GB RAM; OS: Linux Mint 14-32b); it runs the system client module; this machine contains also the traces that simulate the user's web accesses, which are fed to the client module;

- a second machine performs the role of the surrogate (Intel Core i5-2450M@2.5GHz, 6GB RAM; OS: Linux Mint 14-32b); this machine is running both an instance of the simulator's surrogate module and an instance of a HTTP server (Apache); the HTTP server has stored locally all the workloads files;

The experiments were run in a LAN, with a bandwidth of 54Mb/s. For the tests with constrained bandwidth, we simulated the use of Bluetooth, i.e. effective bandwidth of 2.1Mbs. To force the bandwidth to this maximum value, we used the 'tc' utility by adjusting parameters in its configuration file, and we monitored the effective bandwidth value using the 'iperf' utility. The workloads used in the various tests were obtained by downloading the files of a typical news website (www dn pt), up to 3 levels depth. In the experiments we request all the workload files, which amounts to approx. 20MB of files transferred between client-server. Client requests are automated using the wget utility. In order to simulate the web navigation by a real user, introducing idle time between user requests to allow prefetching actions, we used the wget switches '-w10' and '--randomwait', which introduces a random delay of [5, 15] seconds between requests. All the tests reported were performed 5 times for each experimental condition set, the results presented correspond to the average of those trials.

C. Results

The first tests we performed regarded the deduplication algorithm: previously reported results [10] showed a dependency of the redundancy detection efficiency on chunk size. Since we implemented a similar deduplication algorithm, we wanted to confirm if this relationship was still true when
using prefetching combined with deduplication. We ran tests with prefetching (PF) and deduplication (DDP) turned on (PFON-DDPON), for several chunk sizes: 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 and 2048 bytes. The best redundancy detection is obtained for a chunk size of 128 bytes, corresponding to a reduction of almost 34.2% in data transferred. Due to these results, for the remaining tests with deduplication turned on we used a chunk size of 128 bytes.

We then tested the following running conditions: PFOFF-DDPOFF vs PFOFF-DDPON and PFON-DDPOFF vs PFON-DDPON. Results for bytes saved and latency for PFOFF-DDPOFF vs PFOFF-DDPON are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 respectively; Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 present the results obtained for PFON-DDPOFF vs PFON-DDPON.

The results for normalized bytes saved in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 are coherent and show that deduplication allows to obtain approximately 34% in the amount of bytes saved.

The latency results in Fig. 2 show that deduplication allows to reduce the latency in approx. 8% relative to the standard HTTP transfer. However, the comparison in the graph of Fig. 4 shows that, when prefetching is used, the savings in latency are clearly higher when deduplication is turned OFF than when deduplication is used (14.7% and 8.9% saving in latency, respectively). This difference is significant and may be justified by the computational overhead introduced by the deduplication processing.

These results show that when both prefetching and deduplication are used, deduplication allows to obtain savings in the amount of bytes, but at the cost of having an increased latency relative to the case when only prefetching is turned on.

In order to evaluate the effects of constraining the bandwidth in the achievable redundancy values, we performed comparison tests of PFON-DDPON operation using LAN conditions (54Mbs) vs Bluetooth conditions (2.1Mbs). The results are presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6:
The values obtained in both cases for bytes saved are coherent with previous measurements. The reduction achieved in latency per resource in the Bluetooth case is half of that obtained for LAN conditions (4.4% and 8.9% reduction in latency, respectively), which can be taken as a consequence of operating under constrained bandwidth. A lower number of prefetching events may eventually occur as a consequence of the reduced bandwidth, since prefetching is highly dependent on idle times between user requests. Since the increased latency means that requests take a longer time to be completed, in consequence idle times may be reduced, thereby reducing the opportunity to start prefetching requests.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work we evaluated the possibility of combining deduplication and prefetching techniques to improve the user-perceived latency in the Web. We developed and implemented a system that combines the use of Web prefetching and deduplication techniques with the main objective of improving user-perceived latency in Web navigation.

Our results show that significant reductions in the volume of bytes transferred relative to a normal HTTP transfer are achievable when the two techniques are used in combination, with savings of approximately 34%. Although the gains in latency were more modest, nevertheless we were able to achieve a reduction of approximately 8% in user-perceived latency. Operation under constrained network conditions impacts the attainable gains. Still, over 4% reduction in the latency was achieved.

The results obtained when using both prefetching and deduplication show high gains in the amount of bytes saved (34.2%). Nevertheless, when both techniques are used simultaneously, the latency reduction (8.9%) is lower than in the case where only prefetching is used (14.7%). This is attributable to the computational overhead introduced by the deduplication algorithm.

These results lead us to conclude that the combination of prefetching and deduplication techniques should be applied carefully to Web navigation. In cases where savings in the amount of bytes transferred are critical (such as pay-per-byte Web access), if the impact of approximately 6% on the latency is considered tolerable, then it is a good option to combine both techniques. If however, the most critical for the user is to minimize latency at all costs, with no concerns regarding the amount of bytes transmitted, then the best option is to use just prefetching.
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